Welcome to
Chipstead Valley

This is our school,
today we will be
teaching to you
about nature here,
such as the flora,
fauna and
landscapes!

At night when it is dark, animals such as
badgers, foxes and hedgehogs come out as
they are nocturnal which means they sleep
in the day.
In our pond, weeds, lily pads and flowers
grow around it, we also keep tadpoles
which turn into frogs. Small leaves fall
from our old trees and land in our pond,
fish sometimes use them to hide from people
as they are scared of us.

Recreational and Cultural Activities
In CVPS we have many talents such as music.Our
classmates love to play instruments. These are
violin, drums, flute, guitar and piano.To show these
talents every year in the summer we have an
amazing music concert that we perform on our
outdoor stage to our parents.

Also we love our sports and
we have quite a few sports
teams such as football and
athletics. We all love winter
when it snows because if
there is enough snow we get
to go outside and have
snowball fights. Though
usually in winter we are not
allowed to go onto the feild
because it ruins the grass.
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Our Cultural
Activities!

In our school we are very lucky to have such big spaces. Every
week on a Friday, we all go outside and do a fantastic run
around our school! It is very exciting because we run past loads
of amazing trees and plants. It is also a cultural activity for all of
us because we love to run and to do exercise together. In the
summer, we have an awesome race on the big field, which we
call the Chipstead K (it's over 1km race)!

Conserving Nature In
Our City
If we stop polluting our local areas, birds will be healthy. We must also
stop wasting paper so we do not have to keep cutting down trees,
because they are the birds homes. When playing in parks it can be very
fascinating watching them but you must make sure you do not touch
them. This is because they might not like it also they could get annoyed
and hurt you!

Access!
To get to our school you can go by car,bus,train or
you can walk. You can access this area by entering
the car park (if you are a teacher) or the front two
entrances which everyone can use. In our weekly
run, we have ramps everywhere so everyone can do
it including people with disabilities.

We have
ramps so
everyone
feels
included.

